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By now we have settled on our target market, decided upon a focussed
strategy to enter that market and have decided who will implement it, but
before we get ready and head off into the sunset (or more likely sunrise for an
early morning flight!) we need to make sure everything is prepared internally.
 
Communication
 
This is the first key element. Make sure everyone, and I do mean everyone, in
the organisation is aware you are about to embark on an adventure in a new
market. Ensure they have the right information to deal with any questions or
queries that may come their way.
 
There would be nothing worse than a potential client contacting your
company only to be told by the receptionist, internal sales team, or whoever
answers the call, that you do not sell to that country!
 
Language
 
Next, check that you have everything necessary prepared in the correct
language and format for your target market. Do not just rely on English to get
you by. 
 
It shows commitment and respect to your potential new customers to provide
information in their own language. 
 
Don’t just rely on Google translate either, we recommend the services of a
specialist translation company, click here for details.
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Consider the following list of common items that require translation:
 
- website
- brochures
- advertising & other promotional material
- proposals/quotations
- technical documents
- product labels
- instructions
- health & safety information
- terms & conditions
- order forms
- warranties etc
 
Approvals & Registrations
 
When collating your barriers to entry list for your target market did you find
that local approval or registration was required? Have you put this in place? If
not, how long will it take and can this process run alongside your initial
approaches in the market? 
 
In several countries it is necessary to have a local representative to actually
complete the process for you. Sometimes this can be your distributor/agent if
you have already decided upon one, but if not, there are often specialist
agencies that fulfil this service on your behalf. They will know their way
around the local officialdom, so can be an important ally.
 
Packaging
 
Ensure you have the correct packaging and labelling for the target market. We
have already discussed language requirements but there may also be
standard formats required for labelling, different package sizing and types etc.
Be sure you are ready and supplies are available. We have often seen this
element overlooked and packaging become a real bottleneck in entering the
market.
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Logistics
 
Next, ensure the logistics are in place to quickly and efficiently deliver your
product to the customers once you receive the first orders. DO NOT leave this
until later when you start receiving orders as by then it will be too late if there
are any issues which need to be overcome. Do you have sufficient stock of the
right products and do you need that to be held locally? 
 
What about customs requirements? Paperwork such as Certificates of Origin?
Duties? VAT etc? Do you know what you need to do for each scenario? Would
you benefit from a bonded warehouse?
 
Logistics and Customs are a specialist area which we again recommend you
take professional advice to prepare yourself and avoid any expensive pitfalls.
This is especially true with the impending Brexit changes we will undoubtedly
see. Free movement of goods in Europe from/to the U.K. may be about to end.
You need to be prepared. Click here for further details. on logistics, customs
and Brexit.
 
Finance
 
Have you agreed with your finance department the currency you will trade in?
Do you have currency accounts set up? Is your team trained in international
payments such as Letter of Credit? What about Credit Insurance?
 
Go through the entire sales and order process in detail to ensure you and
your organisation are completely prepared to deliver your product or service
to the customer.
 
“You only have one chance to make a great first impression”. 
 
So, make sure you have done everything in your power to ensure you do!
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